In this paper; we propose four slicing methods using both static and dynamic analysis information. ( I ) since it considers all possible input data. The size of the dynamic slice is smaller in general, but it requires a large amount of CPU time and memory space to obtain it.
Introduction
Program slice[l4] is a set of statements that affect the value of variable ' U in a statement s. In order to calculate a program slice, we must know the dependence relations between statements in the program.
Program slicing is very promising approach for program debugging, testing, understanding, merging, and so on[2, 3, 5 , 7, 141. We have empirically investigated effectiveness of program slicing for program debugging and program maintenance processes, and its significance was validated by several experiments [9, 101. Program slicing techniques are roughly divided into two categories, static slicing [ 141 and dynamic slicing [ 11. The former is based on static analysis of source program without input data. The dependence of program statements is investigated for all possible input data. The latter is based on a specific input data, and the dependence of the program statements is explored for the program execution with the input data. The size of the static slice is larger in general, (2) Partial Analysis uses a source program and invocation history of call-statement.
(3) Dynamic Data Dependence Analysis gets data dependences while execution and control dependences from source program.
(4) Array and Pointer Analysis is similar to (3). This method obtains data dependences of only array and pointer variables while execution.
In section 2, we will briefly overview program slice. In section 3, we will present Statement-Mark slice and evaluate it. In section 4, we will present Partial Analysis and evaluate it. In section 5, we will present Dynamic Data Dependence Analysis. In section 7, we will conclude our discussions with a few remarks. In order to get a slice for slicing criterion (s, w), PDG nodes are traversed inversely from V,(node V, denotes statement s.). The reached nodes from V, with respect to variable U and other transitive variables form a slice for (s, U). Fig.3 shows a slice(under1ined statements) of slicing criterion (24, d ) for the program shown in Fig. 1. 
Program Slice

Dynamic Slice
In a calculation of a static slice, we make a dependence analysis in a source program. In a calculation of a dynamic slice, we analyze a dependence from an execution history. This history records the execution of statements as the program executes. And one execution in an execution history is called execution point.
Consider two execution points Then we specify an input x, an execution point T and a variable U as a slicing criterion, and DDG nodes are traversed inversely for slicing criterion (2, T, U). Finally, the result on DDG is mapped onto the source list. 
Features of Static and Dynamic Slice
When we calculate a static slice, we use PDG based on the dependence analysis of source program. The cost of 
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constructing PDG is relatively small [ 12, 131, but the size of the slice is relatively large because of considering all possible inputs.
On the other hand, the dynamic slice is calculated from DDG based on the dependence analysis of the execution history. Thus, statements that have not executed is removed from slice, and the size of dynamic slice is smaller than that of static.
If a program fails in a specific input data, dynamic slice is very useful to find the fault which causes the failure.
In order to calculate dynamic slice, while static analysis before execution is not needed, we must know dynamic dependence relations while execution, requiring large memory space and execution overhead. This worsens the efficiency of debugging process.
Statement-Mark Slice
In this section, we show Statement-Mark slicing which uses the information of which statement has executed.
Call-Mark Slice
We have already proposed the Call-Mark Slicing [8, 111 which is between the static slicing and the dynamic slicing. A call-mark slice is obtained as follows:
1. In the same way of the static slicing, a PDG is constructed from a source program.
2. The program is executed with an input data, and each call statements was marked whether they were executed or not. 3. Using marked call statements, we specify unexecuted statements, and remove them from the static slice.
Since we need to mark only call statements, a call-mark slice needs less execution time and memory space than the dynamic slicing.
Statement-Mark Slice
In call-mark slicing, we need to mark call statements. If we mark all statements, we would expect to get more precise slice than the call-mark slice.
The related idea has been introduced in [4], and we will discuss the implementation and evaluation of this method in this section.
Method of Statement-Mark Slicing
The basic way of statement-mark slicing is same as the call-mark slicing:
1. A PDG is constructed from a source program.
2. The program is executed with an input data, and all the statements were marked whether they were executed or not.
3. PDG nodes are traversed inversely from slicing criterion. If it reaches the unexecuted node, we remove In this case, the statement-mark slice is same as the dynamic slice. A statement-mark slice becomes the superset of the dynamic slice.
Evaluation of Statement-Mark Slicing
In order to validate the statement-mark slicing, we have implemented this method within our Osaka Slicing System(OSS) [12] . And then, we have measured the size of slice and the execution time. Tab.1 and Tab.2 show the results.
In comparison with the call-mark slice, the size of the statement-mark slice is 1 6 3 0 % smaller, and the execution time is 15-30% longer.
In comparison with static slice, its size is 20-55% smaller, and the execution time is 30-60% longer.
We would think that this approach is a very good compromise of slice precision and slice cost. The static slicing is low precision and low cost, and the dynamic slicing is high precision and high cost. The call-mark slicing and statement-mark slicing are between them. The statementmark slicing produces more precise results but requires more run-time overhead. 
Partial Analysis of Source Program
The static slicing does not consider of the input data. However, if we execute a source program with an input data, we would get information for improvement of static analysis.
We need not to analyze unexecuted statements, and will reduce both the size of slice and the cost of constructing PDG.
Here, we propose the Partial Analysis method as the improvement on the call-mark slicing.
Partial Analysis Method
A static slicing algorithm proposal in [ 131 is divided two phases: The partial analysis is a method improved on the above 1. Execute the program with an input data, and mark call statements whether they were executed or not.
2. Make an intraprocedural analysis. On that occasion, uncalled procedures are not analyzed.
3.
Make an interprocedural analysis. Unexecuted call statements are not analyzed.
This partial analysis uses the call-mark information. If we use statement-mark information, we can expect more precise slice with extra cost. To perform the partial.analysis using statement-mark information, the execution time and the size of slice will be almost the same as the statementmark slice.
Evaluation of Partial Analysis
Like the Statement-Mark slicing, we have implemented this method within our OSS. And then, we have measured the analysis time. Tab.3 shows the result.
Not analyzing the unexecuted call statements and the uncalled procedures, the analysis time reduced 30-50% from the static and the call-mark analysis.
Dynamic Data Dependence Analysis
Array and Pointer Analysis
When we make data dependence analysis in an array variable, it is very difficult to know the value of array in- dices, and we get a lot of unwilling data dependence relation. Fig.6 is a simple program including an array variable. In the static analysis, we can not get the input value(to c) at statement 4, and therefore we conclude that statement 5 depends on all of statements 1-3.
In the case of presence of pointer, implicit data dependences emerge because of aliases by the pointers. We need high cost to compute safe approximation of the data dependences, it is impractical to analyze the dependence relations statically. Fig.7 is a simple program using pointers. Variable a at statement 7 is defined at statement 6 , although analyzing this dependence relation is very difficult.
Overview of Analysis
Static analyses of array and pointer variables need much cost and produces results of low precision. Then we propose Dynamic Data Dependence Analysis. This method has following features.
1. Data dependence analysis is made dynamically.
Control dependences are computed statically(not DCD).
3. Nodes in the graph represent statements in a source program (The dependence graph is a PDG, not DDG).
Because of 1, the slice size will be close to that of the dynamic slice, and due to 2 and 3, the execution time is shorter than that of dynamic.
When a variable w is referred at statement s during an execution, if we know statement t defines U just before, we say that DD(t,v, s) exists.
Then, if we save the information for all the variables which statement defined their values, we can obtain the precise data dependence relation even if there are array and pointer variables. 
Analysis
After all, D D S ( s ) is equal to the data dependence relation to s, it means D D S ( s ) = {(w,t)lDD(t,w,s)
holds.}. , (c74) ).
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Dynamic Analysis for Arrays and Pointers
Since the former method needs to be consider De f S for all variables, there is a high possibility to need a large memory space and a long execution time. Originally, that method aims at reducing slice size with precise array and pointer analysis. Therefore, there is another option such that the dynamic analysis is applied to arrays and pointers only, and the static analysis is used for other variables.
In this approach, we must consider all array variables and also variables that can be pointed by the pointer. Here, we consider languages whose pointers can point to limited objects such as dynamically created variables.
We describe only the difference between this approach and the former method. 
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented four slicing methods using static and dynamic information.
In statement-mark slice, we have implemented this method and have evaluated it. As a result, we have noticed that the statement-mark slice is 20-55% smaller, and the execution time is 30-60% longer than those of the static slice.
In partial analysis, we have also implemented and evaluated it, and we know that the analysis time was reduced by 30-50% from the static analysis.
In dynamic data dependence analysis, we have presented the overviews of the approach. The implementation is a future theme.
By combining the static information and the dynamic information, we have shown that we can obtain suitable compromises of slice precision and slicing performance. The methods presented here are very useful and promising approach to construct practical slicing tools. Also, we have extended the idea of using dynamic information to the non-scalar type variables such as array and pointer variables.
Guputa et al. proposed Hybrid Slicing[6], where they use both static and dynamic information. In the hybrid slicing, trace history of break points and procedure callheturn is used. On the other hand, we use only one bit flag for execution of each statement, which is more simply implemented in the slicing system.
The statement-mark slicing corresponds to a simplified approach of the dynamic slicing proposed by Agrawal and Horgan[ 11. We have here presented'a practical implementation method and also shown the effectiveness of this approach with comparison to the static and dynamic slicing.
We are planning as follows:
0 Implementation of the dynamic data dependence analysis 0 Evaluation of our methods for large programs
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